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The document you are reading is part of The Connecting for Health Common Framework, which is available in full and in its most current version at: [http://www.connectingforhealth.org/](http://www.connectingforhealth.org/). The Common Framework will be revised and expanded over time. As of April 2006, the Common Framework included the following published components:
Authentication of System Users*

This document describes the policy considerations for handling identity, authentication, and authorization issues in the Connecting for Health Common Framework. Every sub-network organization (SNO) will need to define particular policies related to these issues which must take into account both the basic requirements laid out here, and the local conditions among the SNO's members.

Identity, authentication, and authorization can be thought of as the answers to a quartet of questions:

- Who am I? (Identity)
- How is that identity represented? (Identifiers)
- How can I prove who I am? (Authentication)
- What can I do when I've proved who I am? (Authorization)

Though the differences among these questions are relatively simple, they are often confused in the literature. It is critical that any SNO implementing the Connecting for Health Common Framework make plans to address all four questions, and to handle them separately, with regard to their unique characteristics, described below under “Definitions.”

This document describes the requirements of governance, not implementation. It does not cover HIPAA requirements of either the participating members, or of the SNO itself. The variability of systems in place for securing data, and the differences in regulatory regimes for the kind of data to be secured (for example, use or non-use of Social Security Numbers (SSNs)) makes modeling the threats and possible security responses a local requirement. Other than the policy minimums specified here, security issues are subject to local control. Each SNO will need to decide how much or little to require uniformly of its members, always assuming HIPAA compliance. Procedures such as password recovery, log-in protections, or two-factor authentication can be set by each entity, or standardized across the SNO.

Because of the sensitivity of patient data, unauthorized users of any electronic system for discovering, transmitting, or viewing patient data must be prevented from unauthorized access, and the users of such a system who do have authorization must be accountable for how that information is used or misused. The issuance of identifiers that point uniquely and unambiguously to persons allowed to access patient data, and the handling of both authentication and authorization for those users, are challenging problems. For the purposes of this document, identity, identifiers, authorization, and authentication are defined in

1 Sub-network organization (SNO) shall operate as a health information data exchange organization (whether regionally or affinity-based) that operates as a part of the National Health Information Network (NHIN), a nationwide environment for the electronic exchange of health information made up of a “network of networks.”

* Connecting for Health thanks Clay Shirky, Adjunct Professor, New York University Graduate Interactive Telecommunications Program, for drafting this paper.
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2 ISO 15408, Common Criteria for IT Security Evaluations, represents industry best practices for such modeling.
the next section.

There is no obvious parallel in the world today for an electronic health care information system in the US. Highly secure systems such as those used by defense agencies have control of both the users and the technology; systems with multiple participants and a high degree of end-user access such as the credit card clear system are tolerant of a degree of fraud that would be unacceptable in a medical context; and all such systems exclude large numbers of individuals.

The current health care system is large, heterogeneous, and fragmented. There is no one entity or small coordinated group responsible for it, yet it covers all consumers of health care services. Furthermore, it is governed by HIPAA, which sets strong national minimums for privacy and security protections of health care information, but allows local deviations to stronger protections, and in all cases has very high requirements for deterring misuse. As a result, any local solution is likely to be both contextual and temporary. The solutions adopted by any given SNO will be largely guided by the degree of technical investment already made in the region and by any local requirements that are more stringent than HIPAA, and are more likely to be adopted in response to available technologies that may change in the near future.

Given these characteristics, the policies around identity, authentication, and authorization are going to be aimed in the direction of assuring compliance with the spirit of the Connecting for Health Common Framework, and avoiding a small number of known errors. A more comprehensive and definitional framework will have to wait for more robust technology and more extensive real-world experience.

Definitions

Identity
Identity is, in this context, an individual person or institution that needs access to health care data, for any purpose. Crucially, an identity is not merely a role; if you want to know the identity of someone who authorized a particular prescription, you want to know that it was Dr. Smith, not just that it was a doctor.

Identifier
An identifier is an attribute that points unambiguously and uniquely to an identity. In practice, the person identifier will often be an employee ID number, or, possibly, a log-in name guaranteed unique within the scope of the institution. It is critical that such identifiers not be re-issued to other, later users. If "j smith" is used as an identifier, all future John or Jane Smiths must be issued a different identifier. (Note that this policy will require a tightening of existing policy for those institutions that currently allow for re-use of identifiers.)

An identifier is an abstract attribute and generated attribute of a particular person or entity, in the case of institutional identifiers. Tokens that refer to roles such as "Primary Care Physician," or those referring to institutional relations such as "Admitting Privileges at General Hospital" are not considered identifiers in this context.

The problem is often expressed in terms of issuing identities, which means, in practice, issuing unique identifiers that correspond uniquely and unambiguously to an existing identity, in the manner of providing an employee ID or unique login.

Authentication
Authentication requires an identifier, and is required for authorization. Authentication is a way of allowing a user to prove that he is who he claims to be. The simplest form of authentication is in the providing of an identifying token, plus a secret of some sort, such as a bank card + PIN, or a username + password or phrase.

An example of how not to handle authentication is the SSN. One of the reasons the SSN has turned out to be a bad identifier is that one number is meant to provide the function of both the public and secret parts of authentication: you have an SSN that points uniquely to you, but you must reveal it as proof that you have it. Without being accompanied by a second, secret token such as a PIN, the SSN is damaged in regard to authentication by the very use that makes it otherwise worthwhile.

Authorization
After a user claiming a given identity has been authenticated, an authorization mechanism
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needs to determine what data the user is allowed to access and what functions may be performed by the user on that data, e.g., to view, copy, or update data. Authorization is typically role-based; that is, the different operations available are tied to the role of the user, such as physician, administrative support, etc. One individual can have many roles within the system (for example, Primary Care Physician, Admitting Physician, Specialist, etc.).

In the event of a health care emergency, some method may be provided to allow access in the event of an authentication failure as a kind of "Break the Glass" function on an existing account. However, role-based authorization is not sufficient for use of the system; no access to the system should be allowed for any such role without a human identifier attached. It is not enough to ask that someone prove that they have admitting privileges at General Hospital; they must also provide their actual identity, so that should a later audit be required, a person can be associated with the audited actions, not just a role.

A Note on Auditing

Though the handling of identity, identifiers, authentication, and authorization is often lumped together with issues of auditing, these issues are best approached separately. Auditing is required simply to have the ability to determine who accessed the system after the fact. Auditing as a technology is largely orthogonal to the technologies required for identity, identifiers, authentication, and authorization, and auditing is also used for unrelated requirements, such as statistical sampling of use patterns, and needs and trends analysis. The Connecting for Health Policy Subcommittee is publishing a separate piece on auditing requirements.

Requirements

Every transaction involving patient data between institutions in a SNO will operate by transitive trust, often based in the legal requirements of a contract. The institutional members of a SNO trust one another, and therefore they trust requests from the authenticated and authorized employees of those institutions. The backbone of the transitive trust model is the ability to identify anyone violating that trust, and to link them unambiguously to the entity that gave them access.

Transitive trust is a practical rather than ideal system. Though there has been work on more elaborate federated identity systems, none are yet at a level of practicality necessary for this work, nor are they simple enough to be implemented broadly. The advantages of transitive trust are thus largely practical: it allows systems to scale upwards in the number of employees covered without forcing each institution to know about every other employee in every remote institution. The design and implementation of even a simple system of transitive trust is complex, and will be highly dependent on existing technological tools and frameworks, but all such systems should have the following basic policy restrictions:

- A SNO must have identifiers for all its participating institutions. These identifiers can be issued by the SNO, or they can be adopted from an external source (e.g. HIPAA-mandated identifiers), as long as that source guarantees the uniqueness and persistence of any given identifier.

- All users must be authenticated before they are given access to any SNO-wide resource containing patient data. This may take a number of different forms: the local institutions can ask users to log in, and communicate the authenticated identifiers to other participants in the SNO, or the SNO can run authentication services itself, getting lists of users and roles from the participating institutions. This latter strategy may suffer from scaling problems, but may be useful for getting a SNO off the ground.

- Any request for data from a remote institution, an institution other than the one the user is logged in to, must be accompanied by at least two pieces of identifying information: which

3 See Connecting for Health, "Auditing Access to and Use of a Health Information Exchange."

4 45 CFR § 162.404(a). HIPAA requires that covered health care providers comply with the specifications in § 162.410 regarding implementation of the standard unique health identifiers no later than May 23, 2007.
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institutions authenticated the requesting user and an identifier for that user. There are a number of ways such a system could be implemented technically, but the basic policy prescription is that, for any given request from a remote institution, the local institution should know where the request came from, and who authorized it.

• A method may be provided to allow access to patient data in the event of an authorization failure—a so-called “Break the Glass” function. Access failure for someone who should be authorized can happen for a number of reasons: he or she does not remember or have the required information or tokens for authentication; or he or she does not have permission from the system to look at or interact with the data they are requesting. Any request that allows a known user to request data they believe they need, e.g., a physician attempting to access the medication history of a patient, when the system would not otherwise give that person access, should be accompanied by a brief description of the rationale for the request.

• No matter what the cause of the authorization failure in the Break the Glass scenario, any system access must be accompanied by an identifier for that user. In no case is an otherwise unidentified “Emergency” account to be used, on the grounds that it amounts to the provisioning of a role without an accompanying person identifier.

• Any request that allows a known user to request data they believe they need, when the system would not otherwise give them access, must be accompanied by enhanced auditing and timely human review.

• The Record Locator Service itself may not offer a Break the Glass function; all such requests must go to the institutions hosting the clinical data.

• In the case of a SNO providing a method for a patient or patient representative to access his or her own records, some “bootstrapping” will be required. The initial issuing of the patient access capability must be done by a participating institution, or by a third-party recognized by the SNO. The patient can then be given a SNO-specific identifier, accompanied by an authentication method, with authorization limited to looking at his or her own material. Depending on implementation within the SNO, the patient could then access his or her records directly after having been issued such credentials, subject to local terms and conditions, and to periodic review. SNO-wide patient access requests, however handled otherwise, must carry the name of the institution that initially created the patient’s identifier.

Authentication methods can be as simple or complex as the SNO requires; however, the SNO should publish minimum standards for authentication adhered to by all participating institutions, or be ready to add an additional layer of SNO-hosted authentication. The issue here, to be handled SNO by SNO, is that the less secure an authentication system is, the likelier it is to suffer from misuse, but the more secure it is, the likelier it is to suffer from non-use.

Authorization presents similar issues to authentication. The more granular such a role-based authorization system is, the better a fit can be imagined between a set of roles and any given situation, e.g., a patient’s primary care physician accessing data from a hospital where they refer patients, but where they do not have admitting privileges. However, with each added element come both management complexity and the possibility of subtle and unpredictable errors.

Authorization can also be as simple as the SNO desires, with two caveats: there must be restrictions on who, if anyone, can add to or alter a record (as opposed to simply viewing it), and there must be restrictions on who can trigger any available Break the Glass functions.

When implementing identity, authentication, and authorization policies, SNOs will need to balance defensiveness, flexibility, and practicality. Defensiveness is the quality that leads a SNO to actively model and protect against threats of accidental or malicious access to or misuse of data. Flexibility is necessary because medicine is not banking—when there is a judgment call, it should be in favor of getting patient data to a clinician who needs it to provide care, even when such provisioning
requires Break the Glass functionality. Such uses of the system must be accompanied by enhanced auditing and timely human review. Finally, practicality is that set of choices which balances heightened security with adoptability. It is possible to design a system so well defended against misuse that it is defended against legitimate uses as well. As this cannot be allowed to happen, each SNO will have considerable discretion in designing its identification, authentication, and authorization policies, as long as those policies conform to the minimum standards listed here, and are subjected to annual review to ensure that they are continually improved where such improvement is practical. Such annual review is probably best done in conjunction with the mandated HIPAA security audit.
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